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T. Glover enjoyed trout fishing in Lake Chuzenji-ko. (1889) */ * H. Hunter founded the "Tokyo

T. Glover, H. Parlett stocked Yugawa River with the brook trout. (1899-1904) *    Angling and Country Club" to

* The iron making technology was introduced    the Chuzenji-ko lakeside. (1925)

   by people of Baekje. Tatara (early iron making method) 

   were built and people began to live in a mountain. (660)

    * It is written that Kaga han's rangers cracked down five people

       who do Iwana fishing in Kurobe River. It has the possibility of kebari fishing. (1694)   "Tenkara" spread to the whole 

Toyama Shinaemon began fishing. (1872-) *////    country by many writings of an

Kebari fishing of Iwana is written to the diaries of Tateyama mountain climbing by Ernest M. Satow. *    angler and essayist Yamamoto 

It is said that Toyama Shinaemon did guide and fishing then. (1878)      Soseki, etc. (1970s) 

Yamame fishing in Okutama that uses three kebari is written to "Nihon Suisan Hosaishi". (1910) *

 * It is written to "Shoku Nihon Kouki" that Kyochu fished the about 100 in an instant in 841.  *"Chie no umi" of Katsushika Hokusai is published. One "Kabari-nagashi"

    It has the possibility of kebari fishing. (869)     of them is the same as Kagashira fishing of Higo surely. (1833)

    * Daimyo Kato Kiyomasa encouraged to Higo samurai "Kagashira fishing". (1588-)  * There is an illustration of 5 Kabari in "Kawagari-tebiki" by Joto Gyofu.

* "Kyo suzume ato oi" has description of "Haegashira (Kebari)".     Especially large kabari "Hachigashira" has the possibility of kebari

    This is the oldest Kebari checked as the document. (1678)     of Yamame, Amago and Iwana. (1834)

      * The name of "Tsuri-Haegashira" and a fishhook store     * Kagashira fishing around Takino River that uses

         "Iuemon" is written to "Kyohabutae". (1685)        4 kebari is written to "Hyogoken Gyogu Zukai".

    * Oikawa (minnow) fishing by "Haegashira" in Kyoto Uji-gawa        (1897)

        is written to the "Saikaku Zoku Tsurezure" by Ihara Saikaku. (1695)    * Morioka Nagashi Kebari has a float

      * Ayu fishing and Haya (minnow) fishing by "Haegashira" are written       and several droppers, and is a fishing

         to "Honcho Shoku Kagami" by Hitomi Sadasuke. (1697)       method improved that "Ippon Kebari"

* Fishing by "Maki-bari (Kebari)" that was wound with a feather       with the horse tail taper line. (1920s)

   of chickens is written to "Suwa Kanoko". (1756)

    * It is written about Ka-tsuri for Oikawa to "Choyokan Manpitsu". (1810)

  [Other data] * Kaga Maeda han encouraged training of military arts        * It became a situation where anyone could enjoy fishing. (1780s-)

   in river fishing of sweet fish as a samurai's privilege. (1605-)    * Nagaharaya Shigehachi in Sanjo Kyoto put "Natane-bari(hook)" on sale. (1818)

 * Kagashira is used for fishing Ayu is written to Edo customs encyclopedia

   "Kiyu Syoran" by Kitamura Nobuyo. (1830)

 * The 17th Meboso Hachirobei put "Kabari" on sale. (1873) 
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  Mountain Village Kebari Fishing [Kebari]  
   (Food of the people of mountain. 

Western type 

Fly Fishing 

Since there are little fishing-related data of the Heian, the Kamakura, 

the Muromachi and the Azuchi-Momoyama period, it omits. 

    Urban Kebari Fishing [Kabari]  
     (Fishing that the court nobles and the samurai enjoyed as a game or training.) 

(Fishing as a  
 commerce.) 

 
(Fishing as a recreation 
 and a game.) 

* 



 Influence of Urban Kebari?

   Dedicated Kebari that was devised and improved for ayu fishing

  * Illustration of Kabari "Kawagari-tebiki" 

     by Joto Gyofu. (1834)

     National Diet Library Digitized Contents

     Especially large kabari "Hachigashira" in the

     illustrations of 5 Kabari as "Kabari for Kougyo

     (Ayu, Sweet fish)" has the possibility of 

     kebari of Yamame or Amago and Iwana.
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   ■ Traditional Japanese Kebari and Kebari Fishing History  - 2   Classification of Kebari (Conceptual diagram)

■ Mountain Village Kebari [Kebari] 

Influence of Western-style flies? 

■ Urban Kebari [Kabari] 

■ Ayu Kebari 

* Kabari that are written as "Yamame Kebari". * Kabari of about #20-16 in hook size of Western-style. 

* Kaga Kebari  Image courtesy of  Meboso Hachirobei Company  http://www.meboso.co.jp/ 

* Traditional Kebari that has a local color. 


